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Highway to hell: Afghan travelers 
run gauntlet of Taleban violence

‘We found the yoghurt that you asked for’- Taleban spies use codes
KABUL: On a good day, it takes Mohammad less than three
hours to drive from Ghazni to Kabul. But preparations for
the hair-raising journey through Taleban-infested areas can
take weeks. Road trips are a dangerous, and often deadly,
activity in Afghanistan. Travelers run the gauntlet of Taleban
checkpoints, fighting, robberies, kidnappings, and pressure-
plate bombs targeting government officials and security
forces. The stretch of Highway 1 between the Afghan capital
and the southeastern city of Ghazni-which the Taleban
stormed in August and still threaten-is one of the most
treacherous. Spontaneous trips are out of the question, said
Mohammad, who is in his 20s and a regular visitor to Kabul.

Mohammad, not his real name, asked AFP to use a pseu-
donym to avoid being identified by the Taleban. He begins
preparing for the journey at least two weeks before his
planned departure, starting with growing out his beard,
which he normally keeps short, to create a scruffier
appearance. He then starts working his contacts, calling
trusted relatives and neighbors who ply the busy route for
information about Taleban activity along the main artery
connecting Kabul to the insurgent strongholds in the south.
“You have to be careful who you call because you could be

sold out to the Taleban” by someone working for the mili-
tant group, he said. 

‘Many reasons to worry’
On the day of his departure, Mohammad swaps his clean,

well-ironed clothes for a dirty pyjama-like shalwar kameez
to make himself look more like a villager and clears the call
history on his mobile in case a phone number raises suspi-
cion. “You can’t just jump into a car and come (to Kabul),
not if you want to be on the safe side,” he said. Mohammad’s
most recent trip to Kabul was delayed for three days after
he received warnings of Taleban disguised as Afghan sol-
diers manning checkpoints along the road. The first thing
Taleban militants check is a person’s tazkira, or national
identification document. 

“If the tazkira is from Ghazni then you may be fine. If not,
they might think that you are a member of the security
forces from another province coming to Ghazni to fight,”
Mohammad said.  After registering to vote in the October 20
parliamentary election-which the Taleban had vowed to
attack and which was finally cancelled in Ghazni due to
protests-Mohammad carries a second tazkira that does not

have a sticker identifying him as a voter.  “There are many
reasons to be worried and anxious,” Mohammad explained.
“Even if they don’t kill you, they may keep you as a hostage
and ask for a ransom. If they kept me for one night, my
mother would not survive.” 

A one-way trip between Kabul and Ghazni costs
Mohammad 250 afghanis (around $3) in a Toyota Corolla
taxi, a ubiquitous model in Afghanistan that is often used as
public transport. He tries to travel with drivers he knows. He
avoids travelling on Mondays and Wednesdays. Those are
the days the Afghan army delivers supplies to its troops in
the provinces and attacks along the highway are more likely,
Mohammad said. Thursday, the last day of the Afghan work-
ing week, is also a bad day to venture out of the city.
Militants lie in wait for government employees as they leave
Ghazni for the weekend. 

Fear of death 
Whenever possible, Mohammad said he travels with

women wearing burqas, but not because he prefers their
company. In the deeply conservative society where physical
contact between men and women in public is prohibited,

female passengers can hide mobile phones and other sensi-
tive items under their head-to-toe coverings without fear of
the Taleban searching them. 

Once on the open road, Mohammad remains vigilant. He
listens carefully to the phone conversations of the driver and
other occupants for signs they are planning to give him, or
someone else in the vehicle, up to the Taleban. “Taleban
spies use codes like ‘I have brought the rooster that you
asked for’ or ‘we found the yoghurt that you asked for’,” he
said. An oncoming vehicle with lights blinking, a line of cars
stopped on the highway, or no traffic at all are warning signs
that something has happened up ahead. “Fighting and
ambushes are common. You have to accept that you might
face it,” Mohammad said.  Despite the risks, Kabul’s alluring
cafes and shopping malls make the nail-biting trip worth-
while, Mohammad said. Even a few days in the heavily mili-
tarized and overcrowded city is “refreshing” and a relief
from Ghazni, where he feels his “heart can burst from bore-
dom”. But Mohammad does what he can to stay safe on his
journey, even paying a few cents to a street beggar as he
leaves the city in the hope the good deed will protect him. “I
still fear death,” he said. “But I try to stay calm.” — AFP 

JAKARTA: Boeing issued a special bulletin yesterday
addressing a sensor problem flagged by Indonesian
safety officials investigating the crash of a Lion Air 737
that killed 189 people last week. The planemaker said
local aviation officials believed pilots may have been
given wrong information by the plane’s automated sys-
tems before the fatal crash. “The Indonesian National
Transportation Safety Committee has indicated that
Lion Air flight 610 experienced erroneous input from
one of its AOA (Angle of Attack) sensors,” Boeing said.

“Boeing issued an Operations Manual Bulletin
(OMB) directing operators to existing flight crew pro-
cedures to address circumstances where there is erro-
neous input from an AOA sensor.” An AOA sensor pro-
vides data about the angle at which wind is passing
over the wings and tells pilots how much lift a plane is
getting. The information can be critical in preventing
the plane from stalling. Lion Air JT610 plunged into the
Java Sea less than half an hour after taking off from
Jakarta on a routine flight to Pangkal Pinang city. There
were no survivors.

The doomed jet was a Boeing 737-Max 8, one of
the world’s newest and most advanced commercial
passenger planes, and there is still no answer as to
what caused the crash. A preliminary report is expect-
ed at the end of the month. Indonesian investigators
said yesterday the plane had experienced instrument
failures on four flights, including on one journey where
both the AOA sensor and the airspeed indicator were
affected. Soerjanto Tjahjono, head of Indonesia’s
National Transportation Safety Committee told
reporters that after one flight from Bali to Jakarta —
the last flight before the crash - the left and right AOA
sensors were found to disagree by 20 degrees.

He said the pilot had landed the plane safely on that
occasion. “The pilot’s success became our reference to
give a recommendation to Boeing so they could issue
an advice for other airlines to follow the same proce-
dures if the same situation occurs,” Soerjanto said. He
added that the broken sensor from the Bali-Jakarta
flight would be sent to the manufacturer in Chicago for
further examination. “We also plan to conduct a flight
reconstruction to see the impact of the AOA sensor
damage in the engineering simulator at the Boeing
facility in Seattle.” — AFP

Boeing issues advice 
over sensors after 
Indonesian crash

Grenade-shaped 
belt buckle sparks 
scare in stations
MADRID: A woman carrying a grenade-shaped belt
buckle on a train from Barcelona to Madrid caused hav-
oc yesterday, forcing railway stations to be evacuated as
well as delays. Police in Barcelona said they were
advised by security personnel in the city’s main Sants
station that “they had seen by scan an object that could
be an explosive artefact,” a spokesman told AFP. A photo
of the luggage scan posted on the Twitter feed of
Catalonia’s Mossos police force showed what looked
clearly like a grenade.

Most Spanish stations require passengers boarding
trains to put their luggage through scanners. Police
subsequently evacuated two high-speed trains at the
Barcelona stat ion but  d idn’t  f ind anything, the
spokesman said. “Then we saw that this person could
be in a train going to Madrid. We warned national
police,” he added. People were then evacuated from
the Spanish capital’s main Atocha station, the state-
owned Adif company which manages the country’s
railway stations told AFP. 

Police said they created a security zone on part of a
platform at the station, which was the scene of one of
Europe’s worst terror attacks in 2004 when 191 people
were killed in explosions on commuter trains. When the

train arrived, they checked the luggage and found that
the grenade-like object was actually a “belt buckle,” a
police spokeswoman said. It is unclear why security per-

sonnel in Barcelona let the passenger get onto the train
if they were worried about the potential grenade. Adif
told AFP they were looking into the incident. — AFP 

BARCELONA: A grab of a scanner screen shows the inside view of a passenger’s suitcase at Barcelona’s railway
station of Sants. — AFP 

US abruptly
postpones 
top-level N
Korea talks
WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo on Tuesday abruptly shelved
plans to meet a top North Korean official
in New York, the latest twist in diplomatic
attempts to secure a potentially landmark
peace deal. The talks between President
Donald Trump’s top diplomat and the
North Korean delegation, which had been
due today, “will now take place at a later

date,” State Department spokeswoman
Heather Nauert said. “We will reconvene
when our respective schedules permit,” she
added in a statement. State Department
officials gave no further reasons for the
delay to the meeting, although North
Korea has stepped up its demands that the
United States lift sanctions.

The State Department had just one day
earlier confirmed that Pompeo would meet
in New York with Kim Yong Chol-one of the
North Korean leader’s right-hand men-to
discuss progress toward a denuclearization
pact and to work to arrange a second sum-
mit following historic talks between Trump
and Kim in June. Despite warm words from
Trump since meeting Kim in Singapore, his
administration has insisted on maintaining
pressure on Pyongyang until a final agree-
ment is reached. North Korea said last week

that it would “seriously” consider returning
to a state policy aimed at building nuclear
weapons unless Washington lifts sanctions.

“The improvement of relations and
sanctions are incompatible,” said a state-
ment carried by the official Korean Central
News Agency. “What remains to be done is
the US corresponding reply,” it added.
Pompeo, speaking Sunday on Fox News,
said he was “not worried” about the North
Korean demands and insisted there would
be “no economic relief until we have
achieved our ultimate objective.” But Yang
Moo-jin, a professor at the University of
North Korean Studies in Seoul, told AFP
that the postponement was a bad sign.
“This last-minute announcement of a delay
is not a good signal as it indicates negotia-
tions were not going well enough to go
ahead with the planned meeting,” he said.

Pompeo has traveled four times this
year to North Korea, for decades a US
pariah, in hopes of securing an accord. The
diplomacy comes a year after fears mount-
ed of war, with Trump threatening “fire and
fury” after Pyongyang’s nuclear and missile
tests. Trump has cast North Korea as a
crowning diplomatic achievement and is
eager for a fresh summit with Kim at which
the two may formally declare an end to the
1950-53 Korean War. 

North Korea has long sought US recog-
nition as a nuclear state and guarantees for
the survival of the generational Kim regime,
which human rights groups consider one of
the most repressive in the world. US critics
say that North Korea has yet to make any
concrete concessions and it has rejected
demands for what it described as its “unilat-
eral disarmament”. — AFP


